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Abstract- Cloud Computing is the most important paradigm in IT industry in which most of the application 

follows Client/Server architecture. Client/Server architecture is costly in terms of server bandwidth and storage. 

Too many requests from the clients may lead to congestion, which rarely takes place in P2P network. Overload 

can lead to breaking-down of servers. In peer-to-peer, the total bandwidth of the network increases as the number 

of peers increase. There is need to provision file system on demand anytime & anywhere. File system which may 

contain any type of data i.e. video, images, virtual machine image file. These files are large in size as compare to 

other files. By using this concept we proposed file storage and sharing architecture to improve provisioning time, 

availability, scalability, speed while eliminating various bottlenecks such as Storage Size, Network Speed, Jitter, 

and count of Clients etc. Like socially connected people have high chance of seeing same video, in cloud also 

logically connected nodes would have high chance of using virtual machine files. A network coding based 

storage strategy is put forward, which can improve the utilization of each peer's limited storage space. Moreover, 

with the same storage space, it can increase the diversity of stored data, which can improve the efficiency of data 

sharing in cloud. 
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I. Introduction 

Cloud computing is typically defined as a type of computing that relies on sharing computing resources 

rather than having local servers or personal devices to handle applications. Cloud computing focuses on maximizing 

the effectiveness of the shared resources. Cloud resources are usually not only shared by multiple users but are also 

dynamically reallocated per demand. This can work for allocating resources to users. Cloud computing is a general 

term for anything that involves delivering hosted services over the Internet. These services are broadly divided into 

three categories: Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). 

Cloud computing is probably the most cost efficient method to use, maintain and upgrade. Storing information in the 

cloud gives you almost unlimited storage capacity. Since all your data is stored in the cloud, backing it up and 

restoring the same is relatively much easier than storing the same on a physical device. In the cloud, software 

integration is usually something that occurs automatically. 
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Client/server architecture is network architecture with two components involved in it as client and server. 

Servers are responsible for managing server files, network traffic etc. Client relies on server for resources such as 

files, devices. Client is service requester. Server host does not have more resources than client which leads to 

centralized computing. Memory requirement, storage requirement and computing power of server scaled properly to 

serve workload of server. All files are stored at centralized server due to that file management becomes the task of 

server. Server can play differ role for different clients. When multiple client requests come at server it may get 

overloaded, forming traffic congestion. If centralized server fails files stored at centralized server may get deleted. 

While using client/server architecture it has to face multiple problems. So P2P system is used in most if the cloud 

application for storing and sharing files which are large in a size like video files, files with virtual machines. 

Many problems of client/server architecture are overcome by using concept of distributed file storage and 

sharing using P2P network in cloud. Peer-to-peer networking is a distributed application architecture which 

partitions tasks or workloads between peers. Equal privileges are provided to Peers. They are said to form a peer-to-

peer network of nodes. Peers are both suppliers and consumers of resources, in contrast to the traditional client 

server model in which the consumption and supply of resources is divided. Emerging collaborative P2P systems are 

going beyond the era of peers doing similar things while sharing resources, and are looking for diverse peers that 

can bring in unique resources and capabilities to a virtual community thereby empowering it to engage in greater 

tasks beyond those that can be accomplished by individual peers, yet that are beneficial to all the peers. In P2P 

networks, clients both provide and use resources. This means that unlike client-server systems, the content serving 

capacity of peer-to-peer networks can actually increase as more users begin to access the content. This property is 

one of the major advantages of using P2P networks because it makes the setup and running costs very small for the 

original content distributor. In this system chunk of file is shared among the users which can be videos or virtual 

machine files. A peer can access chunk or small prefix store at other peer. It reduces the workload of server. It is 

distributed protocol as to store and track data. 

 

II. Literature Survey 

Peer-to-peer file sharing technology has evolved through several design stages from the early networks like Napster, 

which popularized the technology, to the later models like the BitTorrent protocol[8].Several factors contributed to 

the widespread adoption and facilitation of peer-to-peer file sharing. These included increasing Internet bandwidth, 

the widespread digitization of physical media, and the increasing capabilities of residential personal computers. 

Users were able to transfer either one or more files from one computer to another across the Internet through various 

file transfer systems and other file-sharing networks. 

A. Survey on P2P streaming System 

In terms of scalability, cost and ease of deployment, the Peer-to-Peer (P2P)approach has emerged as a promising 

solution for video streaming applications. Its architecture enables end-hosts, called peers, to relay the video stream 

to each other. P2P systems are in fact networks of users who control peers. Thus, user behavior is crucial to the 

performance of these systems because it directly impacts the streaming flow. To understand user behavior, several 

measurement studies have been carried out over different video streaming systems. Each measurement analyzes a 

particular system focusing on specific metrics and presents insights. However, a single study based on a particular 

system and specific metrics is not sufficient to provide a complete model of user behavior considering all of its 

components and the impact of external factors on them. A comparison and a synthesis of these measurements are 

performed. First of all, review on video streaming architectures, followed by a survey on the user behavior 

measurements in these architectures [1]. 

B.Client Server Architecture 

The client-server model of computing is a distributed application structure that partitions tasks or workloads 

between the providers of a resource or service, called servers, and service requesters, called clients. Often clients and 

servers communicate over a computer network on separate hardware, but both client and server may reside in the 

same system. A server host runs one or more server programs which share their resources with clients. A client does 

not share any of its resources, but requests a server's content or service function. Clients therefore initiate 

communication sessions with servers which await incoming requests. Client Server Architecture is not time efficient 

and takes time to deliver files having large files. 

C. GridCast  

Video-on-Demand (VoD) is a compelling application, but costly. VoD is costly due to the load it places on video 

source servers. Many models are present which uses peer-to-peer (P2P) techniques to shift load from servers to 

peers. GridCast, is a real deployed P2P VoD system. GridCast has been live on CERNET since May of 2006. It 

provides seek, pause, and play operations, and employs peer sharing to improve system scalability. In peak months, 

GridCast has served videos to 23,000 unique users. GridCast with single video caching (SVC) can decrease load on 
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source servers by an average of 22 percent from client-server architecture[3]. The net effect on system resources and 

determine that peer upload is largely idle. This leads to changing the caching algorithm to cache multiple videos 

(MVC). MVC decreases source load by an average of 51 percent over the client-server. The improvement is greater 

as user load increases. This bodes well for peer-assistance at larger scales. A detailed analysis of MVC shows that 

departure misses become a major issue in a P2P VoD system with caching optimization. A framework for lazy 

replication is presented and evaluated in this article. In this framework, two predictors are plugged in to create the 

working replication algorithm. 

 

III. Proposed System 

In the proposed system the problem of delay in transmission and data distribution is addressed. We are using 

concept of video-on-demand it can be replaced by file-on-demand. In case of Infrastructure-as-a-service in cloud 

network, storage, virtual machines are provided to the user.  

 

System Flow 

1.  Announcer who wants to distribute a file (which can be video file or file having virtual machine image) first 

creates a small announcement for that file. This announcement is done at data tracker. They make the file itself 

available through announcement and act as provider. Announcement contains metadata related to that particular file.  

2. Fetcher who want particular file sends request to data tracker 

 

 

 
 

3. Data Tracker searches metadata for that particular file. If any provider related to that file founds data tracker sends 

metadata related to file and provider to fetcher. If metadata for particular file is not found file is not available with 

provider. Data Tracker notifies response to fetcher. After getting metadata related to file fetcher sends request to 

provider. 

4. After arrival of request for file from provider the file being distributed is divided into segments called chunks. 

Each piece is protected by providing a checksum. This ensures that any modification of the piece can be reliably 

detected, and thus prevents both accidental and malicious modifications of any of the pieces received at other nodes. 

If any unwanted fetcher gets an authentic copy of file, it can it make changes to entire file it receives. To achieve 

integrity checksum is introduced. 

5. Pieces are typically downloaded non-sequentially and are rearranged into the correct order by the fetcher, which 

monitors which pieces it needs, and which pieces it has and can upload to other peers. Pieces are of the same size 

throughout a single download (for example a 10 MB file may be transmitted as ten 1 MB pieces or as forty 256 KB 

pieces). Due to the nature of this approach, the download of any file can be halted at any time and be resumed at a 

later date, without the loss of previously downloaded information, which in turn makes system particularly useful in 

the transfer of larger files. This also enables the fetcher to seek out readily available pieces and download them 

immediately, rather than halting the download and waiting for the next piece in line, which typically reduces the 

overall time of the download. When a peer completely downloads a file, it becomes provider. This eventually shifted 

from peer to peer. 

6. Now suppose new fetcher comes into picture same way it sends request for metadata to data tracker.  

7. Data Tracker sends metadata for requested file to fetcher. Suppose that file is now available with two providers. 

8. Fetcher will send request to both providers and as per the request half of the part fetcher gets from both providers. 
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IV. Modules 

It is consists of 3 modules as provider, fetcher, data tracker. Provider provides data or which he wants to share with 

others. Provider announce file at data tracker. Data Tracker store metadata related to that file and whenever request 

comes for the file from fetcher, data tracker search into its metadata and provides information accordingly to fetcher. 

Fetcher directly contacts to respective provider. 

 

 

Provider/Announcer: Announcer announces the file name which he wants to share with others. If any request 

comes to provider he will send corresponding file as per the request. 

Data Tracker: At Data Tracker announcer announce the information about the file. Data Tracker maintain log about 

file and information related to provider, fetcher. Also keeps track related to each and every file.  

Fetcher: Fetcher requests for metadata of required file which may contain filename, file type, information of 

provider, location of provider etc. If it gets metadata for file which belongs to particular provider fetcher directly 

connects to that provider and download the file once download is completed fetcher goes in provider’s state. 

  

V. Methodology 

Th is the threshold value for percentage of file download. Flag is used for checking response from data tracker. Here 

fid is identification number of file, pid is identification number of provider and pname is name of provider. 

Response saves the response for search of metadata. 

 

Algorithm for Data Tracker: Data tracker is maintains metadata and changes role of fetcher. Th is the highest 

percentage of file download. Once announcement is received from announcer data tracker insert metadata for that 

announcer and file. At data tracker if any request comes from fetcher data tracker search into metadata and sets flag 

accordingly. If data is found related to file data tracker returns value as 1 and it send message as record not found. If 

fetcher reaches to Th value it notifies to data tracker and tracker will change its role from fetcher to provider. Data 

tracker updates it metadata accordingly. 

Algorithm: 

1. flag = 0 

2. Th = Highest percentage of file download 

3. If announce message receive 

4. store announcer to metadata 

5. If request comes from fetcher 

6. flag = search(metadata) 

7. If flag return value as 1 

8. give(metadata) 
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9. else 

10. record not found 

11. If any notification from fetcher receives 

12. Update(metadata) 

13. Stop 

Algorithm for Fetcher: Fetcher sends request to data tracker for file if positive response comes from data tracker 

that response contains provider’s information else there is no information available for that file related provider at 

data tracker. For positive response fetcher sends request to provider. Provider gives file in chunk format and for each 

chunk integrity check is done at fetcher’s side. At providers side for each chunk checksum is provided and fetcher 

uses that checksum for integrity check. If Th and T values are same means complete download of file is done and it 

notifies to data tracker. 

Algorithm: 

1. Th = Highest percentage of file download 

MET’s Institute of Engineering 12 
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2. T = Percentage of file download 

3. response = searchForMetadata(fname) 

4. if positive response is received 

5. sendRequestToProvider(fid , fname, pid) 

6. T = getChunk ( ) 

7. Check integrity 

8. if Th and T are equal 

9. notifyToDataTracker(fetchId) 

10. else 

11. act as a fetcher 

12. else 

13. file does not exists 

14. Stop 

 

 Algorithm for Provider: Sign is signature provided to that file. By using SHA algorithm hash is provided to file. 

Announcer announce file which he wants to distribute among nodes. After announcement announcer becomes 

provider. If request R arrives for file F at provider convert that file into equal size chunks and start distributing those 

chunks among the fetcher if all chunks are distributed and it reaches to end of file then chunk distribution is 

completed. 

Algorithm: 

1. R : request 

2. F : file name 

3. fid : file identification number 

4. sign : signature of file 

5. sign = SHA1(file) 

6. reg= (Sign, reg) 

7. If reg is true 

8. if request R for file F arrives 

9. start(provider) 

10. chunkDistribution() 

11. if end of file 

12. sending completed 

13. Stop 

 

 

VI. Conclusion 

This system stores files in a peer to peer network where each peer is contributing to serving others which leads to 

reduction in perfecting delay as well as eliminating bandwidth bottleneck. In this application files are shared among 

the nodes in a distributed way. A peer to peer approach is best suited for downloading or sharing large data files. It 
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is distributed protocol as to store and track data while continuously verifying the data integrity using check sums. It 

reduces workload of single node/peer also provides time efficient distribution and sharing of file having large size. 
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